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Venetian Blinds
A venetian blind (or venetian blind) has horizontal slats, one above another. Venetian blinds are
basic slatted blinds made of metal or plastic; wooden slats are sometimes used but in the US
these are now usually referred to as wood blinds or bamboo blinds. They are suspended by strips
of cloth called tapes, or by cords, by which all slats in unison can be rotated through nearly 180
degrees. The slats can be rotated such that they overlap with one side facing inward and then in
the opposite direction such that they overlap with the other side facing inward. Between those
extremes, various degrees of separation may be effected between the slats by varying the
rotation. There are also lift cords passing through slots in each slat. When these cords are pulled,
the bottom of the blind moves upward, causing the lowest slats to press the underside of the
next highest slat as the blind is raised. A modern variation of the lift cords combines them with
the rotational cords in slots on the two edges of each slat. This avoids the slots otherwise
required to allow a slat to rotate despite a lift cord passing through it, thus decreasing the
amount of light passing through a closed blind. Slat width can be between 16 and 120 mm, with
25 mm being a common width.
Related patents were taken out in England by Gowin Knight in 1760 and Edward Beran on 11
December 1769, but Venetian blinds were known to the French long before then. In 1761, St.
Peter's Church, Philadelphia had such blinds.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Venetian blinds were widely adopted in office buildings
to regulate light and air. A large modern complex in the US that adopted Venetian blinds was
Rockefeller Center’s RCA Building (better known as the Radio City building) in New York City,
completed in the 1930s. One of the largest orders for Venetian blinds ever placed was to the
Burlington Venetian Blind Co., of Burlington, Vermont, which supplied blinds for the windows of
the Empire State Building in New York City.
1) Basswood Blinds

-

-
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As a natural material, basswood blinds provide a healthy and friendly environment for humans.
The basswood comes from North-East China. The blinds market is so huge that we have to get
enough raw basswood from the Russia and the US. To reassure the users, capture the customers’
heart and enlarge our market, our products have passed the tests of FSC standard. The quality
have matched SGS, ISO and REACH.

Technical Information:
Width: 0.4 m - 2.5 m
Height: 0.4 m – 5.0 m
Slats Width: 25 mm/35 mm/50 mm/63 mm
Slats Thickness: 2.5±0.1 mm/2.8±0.1 mm
Control System: Cord/Wand/Spring/Motorized/Bead

Need components list and more system choice for basswood blinds, please contact us now.
-

-
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2) Bamboo Wood/Cedar Wood / White Wood/Paulownia Wood
It is nature for human beings to find more choices and build more colorful world. To meet the
customers’ variety needs, we have developed materials such as Bamboo Wood, Cedar Wood,
White Wood and Paulownia Wood for the decoration of the window. They are also natural
materials, could be proceed into a good shape. But they have respective features compared with
the basswood from appearance.

-

-
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Need components list and more system choice for wooden blinds, please contact us now.

-
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3) Faux Wood Blinds/PS Material Blinds(Organic Polymer)
Why choose faux wood blinds for your home?
Faux wood blinds are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Faux wood blinds are amazingly durable, which means they tolerate scratches and other minor
damage well.
*They are moisture resistant, making them the perfect choice for moisture-prone areas of your
home (think bathrooms or kitchens).
*They are cost effective! While they can't give ALL the style of real wood blinds, they give you a
very close feel at a significantly reduced cost.
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Our faux wood blinds provide a durable, yet versatile solution for your windows. The faux wood
blinds are an economical alternative that still delivers the look of real wood blinds. Therefore, you
can furnish your home in style with these window treatments, while staying on budget.

Technical Information:
Anti-UV; Waterproof; Fireproof
Width: 0.4 m - 2.5 m
Height: 0.4 m – 5.0 m
Slats Width: 25 mm/35 mm/50 mm/63 mm
Slats Thickness: 2.8±0.1 mm/3.0±0.1 mm
Control System: Cord/Wand/Spring/Motorized/Bead

Need components list and more system choice for faux wood blinds, please contact us now.

-
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4) Aluminum Mini Blinds
Why choose mini blinds for your home?
Mini blinds, also known as aluminum blinds, are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles.
Here's why:
*Mini blinds are a super low cost options that give you all you need in window functionality.
*Easy and intuitive light control and privacy.
*As some of the lightest blinds on the market, aluminum mini blinds are easy to install and
operate for years to come.
*Due to their thin profile, mini blinds are ideal for windows and doors with shallow depth.

-
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What kind of features are available with mini window blinds?
Custom window coverings can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here's just a
few that are available with mini blinds:
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides a hidden control system that eliminates the lift
cord on your aluminum blinds and enables the shades to be easily raised or lowered with the
touch of a finger.
*Motorized Lift: With a motorized lift upgrade, your mini blinds can be raised or lowered at
the push of a button.

Technical Information:
Anti-UV; Waterproof; Fireproof
Width: 0.4 m - 2.5 m
Height: 0.4 m – 5.0 m
Slats Width: 12.5/15/16/25/35/50/89 mm
Slats Thickness: 0.16/0.18/0.21/0.23 mm
Control System: Cord/Wand/Spring/Motorized/Bead

Need components list and more system choice for Al. mini blinds, please contact us now.

-
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5) PVC(Vinyl) Mini Blinds
Why choose vinyl blinds for your home?
Vinyl blinds are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Vinyl blinds are available in a beautiful array of materials, including plaza fabrics, grass
cloth, grass weave, stenciled fabrics, tactics slats.
*Vinyl blinds are an excellent choice for rooms where light control is needed.

-
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What kind of features are available with vinyl window blinds? Custom window coverings
can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here are just a few options that are
available with vinyl blinds:
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides a hidden control system that eliminates the
lift cord on your vinyl blinds and enables the shades to be easily raised or lowered with the
touch of a finger.
*Routeless: Want less light? With routeless blinds, your vinyl blinds would not have
visible holes for the cord to pass through, meaning more privacy and less light leakage.
*Cloth Tapes: Choose from different styles of fabric to add class to your vinyl blinds. This
decorative and stylish upgrade also covers route holes, increases privacy and decreases light
leakage.
*Motorized Lift: With a motorized lift upgrade, your vinyl blinds can be raised or
lowered at the push of a button.

Need components list and more system choice for vinyl mini blinds, please contact us now.

-
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Window Shades
1) Roller Shade/Roller Blinds

Single Roller Shades with Stainless Bead
What kind of features are available with roller shades?

Custom window coverings can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here are just a
few options that are available with roller shades:
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides a hidden control system that eliminates the lift
cord on your roller shades and enables them to be easily raised or lowered with the touch of a
finger.
*Opacity: This option lets you choose the amount of light you want to enter your room.
Choose from blackout and light filtering materials to have better control on light and privacy.
*Continuous Cord Loop Controls: This option means the cords on your roller shades will be
secured to wall or window frame, meaning your shades will have fewer cords on display. A great
choice for larger/heavier blinds.
*Motorized: This option lets you raise or lower your roller shades at the touch of a button. It
is ideal for hard-to-reach windows, and households with children and pets, for media rooms and
bedrooms.

-
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Double Roller Shade with Stainless Bead

No matter what you buy, we will offer various material choice.

Openness Factor Choice:
100% Blackout
Sunscreen(3%, 5%, 10%, 15% open)
Dim Out

Material Choice:
100 % polyester
Glass Fiber + Polyester
Polymer + Polyester

-
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Why choose roller shades for your home?
Roller shades, sometimes known as roller blinds, are the perfect choice for many rooms and
styles. Here's why:
*Roller shades pull your room together with beautiful and coordinated patterns and solids.
*Amazingly easy to clean, roller shades are among the simplest of window treatments to
keep looking like new.

Outdoor Roller Shades
Outdoor roller shades have 2 main system. One is steel wire rails as the picture above, the other
type have a alloy hard rail. Alloy rail type can cost more, but more stronger when faced strong
wind. And alloy rail type can be motorized, but steel wire rails have to be manual.

Need components list and more system choice for Roller Shades, please contact us now.
-
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2) Zebra Blinds
Beautifully diffused light and room darkening privacy make our sheer Zebra shades the perfect
choice for your living room, bedroom and study.
Zebra shades and blinds, covered with overlapping layers of light filtering and room darkening
fabrics, give your home the sleekly contemporary look you love — but with the easy functionality
you need in a shade.
What Are Zebra Blinds?

Zebra Blinds

Light Filtering Zebra Blinds (or Shades) are also known as transitional shades. They offer both
sheer and light filtering fabrics in the same shade that creates a zebra like pattern. You can raise
these similar to a traditional shade, but you also have the option to align the front and back
sections for privacy or to allow some light to filter through.
Leave your shades open during daytime hours and gain incredible view-through, close them
partially to protect your family and home from harmful UV rays and intense light, or shut them
completely at night for the privacy you need.

-
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Features
- Zebra incorporates dual layers of alternating 2 3/4" to 3" semi-opaque and 2" to 2 3/4" sheer
woven fabric vanes.
- Zebra Sheer Shades are available in widths of 94" and drops to 94" to provide visual elegance to
wide windows and doors.
- Striped fabric across two layers creates an open/close effect, to control light and privacy
- Offered as Light Filtering or Room Darkening
- 10 light filtering colors available
- Continuous cord control
- Aluminum head rail and bottom bar come in Vanilla color for light colors and dark colors it
comes in dark brown/chocolate
- Easy to install - all hardware included

Standard
Option
Min Width

Max Width

Min Height

Max Height

Continuous Loop

12"

94"

12"

94"

Cordless

18"

72"

18"

72"

Need components list and more system choice for Zebra Blinds, please contact us now.
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3) Shangri-la Blinds
Why choose sheer shades for your home?
Sheer shades, also known as horizontal sheer shades, are the perfect choice for many rooms and
styles. Here's why:
*As a beautiful and unique window treatment, sheer horizontal shades provide a modern
look by combining the functionality of a blind with the beauty of a fabric shade.
*Similar to a blind, the fabric vanes of a sheer shade can be tilted to any angle in order to
provide light control. When raised, the fabric is concealed within the sleek, cassette head rail,
providing an unobstructed view. When tilted closed, these shades will gently diffuse the light into
your room and provide moderate privacy.

-
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Create Beautiful Ambience
Sheer horizontal shades also create a very soft, flattering light. If you’re tired of bright sunshine
reflecting off of your computer and TV screens — causing glare or even eye strain — choose
horizontal sheer shades. Custom made for your windows; they will help you enjoy the full
sunshine without the damaging and annoying issues that can sometimes cause problems with
high daylights.

What kind of features are available with sheer
shades? Custom window coverings can be
upgraded in more ways than just color and style.
Here are just a few options that are available
with sheer shades:
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides
a hidden control system that eliminates the lift
cord on your sheer shades and enables the
shades to be easily raised or lowered with the
touch of a finger.
*Continuous Cord Loop Controls: This
option means the cords on your sheer shades
will be secured to wall or window frame,
meaning your shades will have fewer cords on
display. A great choice for larger/heavier shades.
*Motorized Lift: With a motorized lift
upgrade, your sheer shades can be raised or
lowered at the push of a button.
Features
- Light controlling abilities
- Fabric made by non-toxic materials
- Easy installation
Standard
Option

Continuous Loop

Min Width

Max Width

Min Height

Max Height

18"

96"

12"

96"

Need components list and more system choice for Zebra Blinds, please contact us now.

-
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4) Roman Blinds
Why choose custom roman shades for your home?
Roman shades are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Style, style, style! You can choose from a wide assortment of designer roman shade fabrics
and patterns to match your decor exactly.
*They bring functionality to the beauty of drapes. Roman shades are easy to hang and
operate, making them the easy choice.
*Roman shades give you a wide variety of light control, from light filtering to blackout liners.

Roman Blinds
What kind of features are available with roman window shades?
Custom window coverings can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here are just a
few options that are available with roman shades:
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides a hidden control system that eliminates the lift
cord on your roman shades and enables the shades to be easily raised or lowered with the touch
of a finger.
*Continuous Cord Loop Controls: This option means the cords on your roman shades will be

-
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secured to wall or window frame, meaning your shades will have fewer cords on display. A great
choice for larger/heavier shades.
*Hobbled Fold: In addition to the standard plain flat fold, you can choose to upgrade to a
hobbled fold on many roman shades. This means that when the shade is fully extended, it will
retain the soft folds or ""loops"" for a more traditional look.
*Motorized Lift: With a motorized lift upgrade, your roman shades can be raised or lowered
at the push of a button.

Roman blinds and shades are more decorative than your average window shades or blinds, and
they can be customized to perfection. The easy part of the process is deciding to buy them. The
fun part is creating your ideal custom romans and blinds with the numerous style options
available. Choosing custom coverings gives you the control and lets you fit your style and even
your odd shaped windows.

Need components list and more system choice for Roman Blinds, please contact us now.
-
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5) Honeycomb Blinds/Cellular Shades
Why choose cellular shades for your home?

Cellular shades, also known as honeycomb shades or cell shades, are the perfect choice for many
rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Great style on a budget is quite easy with cellular shades. They bring an elegant finish to a
room at an affordable price.
*They can actually save you money! Cellular shades insulate your home against heat and
cold, meaning less money will be spent on energy.
*You can get optimal light control; simply choose from light filtering or blackout fabrics to
suit your needs.

-
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What kind of features are available with cellular shades?
Custom window coverings can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here are just a
few options that are available with cellular shades:
*Top-Down/Bottom-Up Controls: A very popular option that allows your cellular shades to
be raised and lowered in either direction to allow for privacy similar to that of a cafe curtain.

Top Down and Bottom Up
*Cordless Lift: This popular option provides a hidden control system that eliminates the lift
cord on your cellular shades and enables the shades to be easily raised or lowered with the touch
of a finger.
*Continuous Cord Loop Controls: This option means the cords on your cellular shades will be
secured to wall or window frame, meaning your shades will have fewer cords on display. A great
choice for larger/heavier shades.
*Motorized Lift: With a motorized lift upgrade, your cellular shades can be raised or lowered
at the push of a button.

Technical Information
Width: 40cm to 250cm
Height: 40cm to 450cm
Cells Option: Single/Double/Triple

Need components list and more system choice for Cellular Shades, please contact us now.
-
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6) Day-Night Cellular Shades
The Day/Night Shade offers versatility with two different pleated shades in one treatment. The
Day/Night Shade includes a sheer shade as well as a privacy or blackout shade. Both shades can
be put up to allow nearly the entire window to be seen. You can also let the sheer down to block
out some light or let the privacy or blackout shade to block out some or all of the light the
window provides. In addition, you can select any combination of this options. The flexibility that
the Day/Night shade provides is unmatched.

Measuring Instructions:
Measure the length (Drop) of area to be covered.
We will manufacture exactly the size you order.
Please verify your measurements so the entire window area is covered and allowances are made
to assure a custom fit.
Made to order shades are not returnable!
If draperies or valances are already installed be sure your measurement for width allows the
shade to fit under the current window treatment.

-
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Day and Night Shades offer you two shades in one. You are able to pull the shade all the way
down in order to have a sun filtering shade, or you can pull the shade up and have a blackout
shade. The Day Night Shade is a particularly popular product for RV's or Motor Homes. However,
they work great in your home. Take a look at the Day and Night shades that we offer and order
one for your home or RV today.

*5/8" inch Single Cell Pleat
*Semi-Gloss finish PVC head rail and bottom rail-color corrdinate to match shade
*Filter Light, Block Light or any combination of the two
*Room Darkening and Light Filtering sections operate independently
*Let natural light into the room while maintaining privacy

Need components list and more system choice for Day/Night Shades, please contact us now.
-
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7) Pleated Blinds
Why choose pleated shades for your home?
Pleated shades are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Perfect for any light control need, pleated shades are available in transparent, light-filtering
and blackout opacities with liners
*With a wide range of colors including whites, subtle neutrals and bold vibrant colors, you
can choose designs and textures that are sure to complement your room.
*These shades have beautiful pleats from top to bottom in both 1"" and 2"" plates and they
will re-pleat neatly when raised every time.

Pleated Shades are a great cost saving alternative to cellular shades, while providing a
similar look. The crisp pleats retain their shape and are easy to clean. Pleated shades also have a
low profile, they stack very nicely out of the way. Pleated shades look great alone or add
additional functionality to compliment drapes you may already have.
Many designer fabrics, textures and color choices are available to compliment any decor,
and the fabrics also block out unwanted UV rays, making them a great choice for any room.

-
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FABRICS
We offer both light filtering pleated shades and room darkening pleated shades. If you want even
more privacy, liners can be added as well. Pleated shades come in a variety of fabrics, colors and
patterns to fit your decor, with white showing to the street for uniformity.

OPTIONS & UPGRADES
Standard pull cord
Continuous cord loop
Cordless
Fabric Wrapped Head-rail
Top Down-Bottom Up (standard cord or cordless)
Two-On-One Head Rail (for large windows)
Designer Metallic Hardware
Skylight Shades
Need components list and more system choice for Pleated Blinds, please contact us now.

-
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Window Shutters
A window shutter is a solid and stable window covering usually consisting of a frame of vertical
stiles and horizontal rails (top, centre and bottom). Set within this frame can be louvers (both
operable or fixed, horizontal or vertical), solid panels, fabric, glass and most any other item that
can be mounted within a frame. Shutters may be employed for a variety of reasons, including
controlling the amount of sunlight that enters a room, to provide privacy, security, to protect
against weather or unwanted intrusion or damage and to enhance the aesthetics of a building.
Depending on the application, and the construction of the window frame, shutters can be
mounted to fit within the opening or to overlap the opening. The term window shutter includes
both interior shutters, used on the inside of a house or building, and exterior shutters, used on
the outside of a structure. On some styles of buildings it is common to have shutters to cover the
doors as well as the windows.

SHUTTERS
Instantly transform the look and feel of your home with high quality, durable, sophisticated
shutters. No matter if you know them as plantation shutters, traditional shutters, or California
shutters, here at Select Blinds, we have something for every style and budget. Our interior
shutter panels are hinged to either side of the window. This allows you to swing open the panels
to access the window.

-
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LOUVER SIZES
All our shutters have operable, moveable louvers, so you can control the amount of light coming
through and your privacy. Choose from 5 louver sizes for your perfect fit. The sizes range from
2.5’’ to 4.5’’. The smaller louver sizes are commonly used for doors and smaller windows. The
mid-range size, the 3.5’’ louver, is the most popular. The larger sizes provide the best view outside
when the louvers are open. If you have a great view, choose the 4.5’’ size.

Basswood Material

PVC Material
CHARACTERISTICS
*30 Year Warranty
*Material options: basswood, PVC, phoenix wood, MDF, Aluminum
*Two sizes of louvers (slats) available depending on window size
*Hidden Tilt Bar option available for a contemporary, better view
*Anti UV

-
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*Wood construction provides increased insulation
*Choose between painted or stained wood shutters
*Child-Safe

-
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Need components list and more system choice for Plantation Shutters, please contact us now.
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Vertical Window Treatments
1) Basswood/PVC/Vertical Vertical Blinds
Why choose vertical blinds for your home?
Vertical blinds are the perfect choice for many rooms and styles. Here's why:
*Classic vertical blinds are made of simple yet durable materials like PVC, faux wood and
fabric; there's an option to match any decor. You can even get them in mirrored gold or silver!
*If you are looking for a window treatment that is easy to clean, vertical blinds are a great
option for you! Simply wipe them down with a clean cloth for a fresh window treatment look.
*These are the most sought after window treatments for sliding doors, patio doors and
panels.

What kind of features are available with vertical window blinds?
Custom window coverings can be upgraded in more ways than just color and style. Here's a great
one that is available with vertical blinds:
*Stack Placement: Choose how you want to close your blind; you can do either side, split
down the center and pull to both sides or close to the center.

-
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Basswood Material

Fabric Vertical Blinds
-
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PVC Vertical Blinds

Features:
*An optional 3 1/2" valance is available at no extra charge.
*All mounting hardware and installation screws are included.
*Valance corner clips are made of clear plastic.
*Optional rounded valance corners available (add $5.00).
*Comes standard with an ivory colored tension pulley.
*Vanes (slats) are all 3 1/2" wide and are curved (for added stiffness).
*Heavy duty track system comes standard with self aligning carriers.
*Limited Lifetime Warranty against defects in parts and workmanship.

Need components list and more system choice for Vertical Blinds, please contact us now.

-
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2. Panel Track Blinds
Description and Features
Completely change your view on verticals with wide-panel Good Housekeeping Room Darkening
Panel Tracks. A new designer favorite that’s sure to be one of yours, these gorgeous roomdarkening fabric sliding panels are available in a wide variety of patterns and solid colors to block
just the right amount of light to reduce glare and provide privacy. Cover boring patio and sliding
doors with your choice of 3-, 4-, or 5-panel vertical treatments. Each set of sliding window panels
is cut to your specifications and custom-made for windows as narrow as 24’’ and up to 130’’
wide.
The sleek, narrow track system – manufactured in the US – is available in white and brushed

aluminum and blends smoothly with your choice of fabric for a clean, contemporary look. Each
panel is weighted at the bottom to keep them aligned and wrinkle-free. The child-safe, cordless
wand can be ordered on the right or left, with a coinciding stack.
These panel blinds for sliding doors and windows are truly versatile. You can also use them as a
unique room divider to create or separate individual spaces.

Panel Track Blinds
Backed by the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval
Cordless wand control (must be ordered same side as stack)
-
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Conforms with CPSC child-safety guidelines
Choose from white or brushed aluminum hardware
Made in China

Recommendations and Limitations
Width: 24" to 130"
Height: 24" to 144”
Standard panel overlap: 1-1/2”
There is no light gap between the rail and the panels.
There will be a 1/2" light gap at the bottom of the hanging panels.
Inside mounts: Min. depths: 3-panel side stack: 2-1/2”; 4-panel side stack: 4-1/8”; 5-panel side
stack: 4-1/8”. There will be a 3/8" light gap on non-control side and a 1-1/2" light gap on the
control side of the blind.
Outside mounts: There will be a 9/16" light gap on both the control and non-control side of the
blind. To avoid this gap, we recommend increasing the ordered width by 5".
Standard wand placement is on the left or right stack side on the leading end of the first panel.
Please specify left stack or right stack when ordering.

Need components list and more system choice for Panel Track Blinds, please contact us now.

-
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3) Fabric Vertical Blinds Alternative
What are alternatives to vertical blinds?
Need to cover a large window, patio door or sliding door but want something different than a
standard vertical blind? There are several options.
*Panel Tracks
*Sheer Vertical Shades
*Vertical Cellular Shades

Minimum Width: 26"
Maximum Width: 144"
Minimum Height: 14"
Maximum Height: 144"
Approximate Inside Mount Deduction: 1/4" Width and Height
Minimum Inside Mount Depth: 2 7/8"
-
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Mounting Requirements
Minimum Inside Mount Depth: 2 7/8"
Minimum Inside Mount Depth (fully recessed): 3 3/4"
Minimum Outside Mounting Surface: 2"
Minimum Inside Flush Mount Vanes and Fabric Folds (Pleats): 6 1/4"
Minimum Inside Flush Mount with Channel Valance: 4 1/8"
Minimum Inside Flush Mount with Fabric Wrapped Valance: 5 1/2"

Need components list and more system choice for Vertical Blinds Alternative, please contact us
now.
-
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Fabric Window Curtains
A curtain (sometimes known as a drape, mainly in the United States) is a piece of cloth intended
to block or obscure light, or drafts, or water in the case of a shower curtain. A curtain is also the
movable screen or drape in a theater that separates the stage from the auditorium or that serves
as a backdrop.

Curtains hung over a doorway are known as portieres. Curtains are often hung on the inside of a
building's windows to block the passage of light, for instance at night to aid sleeping, or to stop
light from escaping outside the building (stopping people outside from being able to see inside,
often for privacy reasons). In this application, they are also known as "draperies". Curtains come
in a variety of shapes, materials, sizes, colors and patterns, and they often have their own

-
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sections within department stores, while some shops are completely dedicated to selling
curtains.
Curtains vary according to clean ability, ultraviolet light deterioration, oil and dust retention,
noise absorption, fire resistance, and life span. Curtains may be moved by hand, with cords, by
press-button pads or remote-controlled computers. They are held out of the way of the window
by means of curtain tie-backs. Measuring curtain sizes needed for each window varies greatly
according to the type of curtain needed, window size, and type and weight of
curtain.

Curtains are a form of window treatment, and complete the overall appearance of the house.
Window treatment helps control the ambiance and flow of natural light into the room. The effect
of drapery or curtains is best seen in daylight, and with proper indoor light positioning, can look
attractive even at night.
-
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We Recommend:
*Light filtering liners allow light to gently filter through the drapery. Room-darkening liners
obstruct 95% of outside light, whereas blackout liners obstruct 100%. Note: Light-filtering fabrics
will reveal silhouettes to the outdoors at night.
*Panel-height dimension reflects the height of the finished product, including the pleat.
Finished drapery length is recommended to be 1/2” off the floor.
*Choose a split draw if you have two panels that you’d like to part in the middle and stack
individually at each side of the window. Alternatively, a one-way draw will allow panels to stack
together at one end.
*For added variety and dimension, you can match these drapery panels with our Classic
Roman Shades or add optional traversing drapery hardware.
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Considerations:
*Lining is strongly recommended to protect your draperies from sun and heat damage. In
the case of silk and linen draperies, it is a must.
*This product is sold as panels. For a pair, buy two and choose a split draw.
*These draperies will come with built in pleats that will create gentle folds below when
mounted to the rod, so simply order the exact width you want to cover.
When ordering the decorative rod upgrade, a 3 1/8" ball finial will come for each end of the
rod. The finial width is not included in the width ordered.
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Child Safety Information
This product does not have accessible cords, and therefore is safer for places where children or
pets may be present.

Warranty:
With the assurance of the Blinds.com Warranty, you can trust that this product will last and
provide added value and beauty to your home.

Need components list and more system choice for Window Curtains, please contact us now.
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Smart Home Decoration System
Home automation is building automation for a home, called a smart home or smart house. It
involves the control and automation of lighting, heating (such as smart thermostats), ventilation,
air conditioning (HVAC), and security, as well as home appliances such as washer/dryers, ovens or
refrigerators/freezers. Wi-Fi is often used for remote monitoring and control.

Home devices, when remotely monitored and controlled via the Internet, are an important
constituent of the Internet of Things. Modern systems generally consist of switches and sensors
connected to a central hub sometimes called a "gateway" from which the system is controlled
with a user interface that is interacted either with a wall-mounted terminal, mobile phone
software, tablet computer or a web interface, often but not always via Internet cloud services.
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Window Treatments in Smart Home System Field

A Smart Phone/Pad Control All

Thanks for the help of various motors, we can make it realized that all our window treatments
can be insert into Smart Home System.
If you buy from us, we can do all the shakedown test on our workshop. The system and products
will be available directly when you receive them.
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Prospect

While there are many competing vendors, there are very few worldwide accepted industry
standards and the smart home space is heavily fragmented. Popular communications protocol for
products include X10, Ethernet, RS-485, 6LoWPAN, Bluetooth LE (BLE), ZigBee and Z-Wave, or
other proprietary protocols all of which are incompatible with each other. Manufacturers often
prevent independent implementations by withholding documentation and by litigation.
The home automation market was worth US$5.77 billion in 2013, predicted to reach a market
value of US$12.81 billion by the year 2020.
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